


Bent Chair’s Earth Line is to create this deep sense 

of space, using a muted, earth-toned palette, soft 

texture, blended color to mimic nature's vistas. 

Using earth-toned palette, we endeavor to use 

veils of browns anchored by a network of soft 

lines and sleek silhouettes. Bringing you 

one-of-a-kind works from the Bent Chair studios 

of emerging artists around the country, this 

collection reflects the subtle interplay of color and 

decor-friendly fabrics. The products are curated 

to bring out the essence of enduring luxury and 

minimal yet elegant look for all spaces. The aim is 

to create spaces that exude warmth, vibrancy and 

comfort. The products are designed in a way that 

the interiors complement each other.
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Looking for your dream furniture? We make it 

easy to customise furniture of your dreams with 

an assortment of the finest designs, materials 

and upholstery.

We extend you the opportunity to create 

beautiful and inspiring interiors with a team of 

in-house interior designers who understand 

each requirement concerning your preferred 

style and lifestyle. 

Complement your furniture and living space 

with a rich assortment of fabrics that range from 

quirky to neutral and earthy tones. Specialized 

at personalization, we ensure your piece stands 

out from others in every possible way.
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WE
CUSTOMIZE



LOUNGE
&

ACCENT CHAIRS

DREW CHAIR

KIPLING CHAIR ELLE CHAIR SOPHIE CHAIR

SANTIAGO CHAIR VICTOR CHAIR WITH STOOL ALIEN CHAIR

SLAT BACK CHAIR ROSS CHAIR

DAPPER CHAIR

SIRIN ARM CHAIR



DUDELEY CHAIR

MAYOR CHAIR

DALE CHAIR

OLIVER LEISURE CHAIR COLOGNE CHAIRPORTIA WEAVE CHAIRALBUS SWIVEL CHAIR

ORCHID ARMCHAIRDUNKAN CHAIR

NAYILA CHAIRHENRY ARM CHAIRZERINA CHAIR



SHAHJAHAN CHAIR

ROMAN ARM CHAIR

KIA CHAIR WILLIAM CHAIR

REY CHAIR

HAZEL CHAIR

KIA CHAIR

LUCIA CHAIR



DINING
&

STUDY CHAIRS

CADENA CHAIR

LESLIE CHAIR IRIS CHAIR EQUESTRIAN CHAIR

AMRIN CHAIR ERVING CHAIR GODWIN CHAIR

ELVIS CHAIR

RODIN CHAIR

AMAYRA CHAIR

HOP-ON CHAIR



MARCELLA DINING CHAIR

ARLON CHAIR

LOGAN CHAIR

ARCHIE CROSS CHAIR



EVA IVORY BENCH

CIRQUE BENCH

BENCHES
&

OTTOMAN

CRIMSON BENCH

VICTORIA BENCH CALIFORNIA LUXURY BENCH

ROCKY STAR’S ANTHROPOD BENCH SLENDER POUFEE



SOFAS

ALANA SOFA

NIKO SOFA MARINER SECTIONAL

CHARLES SOFA

MARINER COUCH

LUNA SOFA

HUDSON SOFA TRAVELERS SOFA



COLOGNE SOFA TYSON SOFADUNKAN SOFA

ALEX SOFA

HENRY SOFA SKYLAR SOFA

AVIAN SOFA LEO SOFA

RION SOFA



MILLER THREE SEATER SOFAWINDSOR L- SHAPE SOFA

ROCKY STAR’S ANTHROPOD OFF-WHITE SOFA

SPENCER SOFA



COMBOS



CLIENT
DIARIES



MUTED BEDROOM
MUTED BEDROOM



MUTED LIVING ROOM



MUTED OFFICES



MUTED
RESTAURANTS



MUTED HOTELS



A RESIDENCE IN
SDA



A RESIDENCE IN
GK-1



RESIDENCE IN
MUMBAI




